
I. Hispanics have been denied equal access to education

a. major areas of concern

1. ability grouping
2. suspensions
3. tracking
4. more likely to be assigned to EMR (educable mentally retarded)
5. higher drop outs
6. less teacher ratio
7. less likely to be in advanced classes

b. solution - more Hispanics on school boards - why?

1. leads to more Hispanic teachers
2. this leads to more Hispanics graduating and going to college

c. which form of electoral structure produces fewer Hispanic school board members?

II. What data do the authors use? 35 school districts (those with Hispanic student populations of 5% or more)

--------


I. What data does he use

a. National Educational Longitudinal Study 1990 and Common Core of Data
II. What explains poor performance of blacks in high school?

a. family/peer structure

b. educational institutional structure - reproducing or reinforcing disadvantages

c. segregation, teacher expectation, academic track.

d. income and class matter, books in household,

e. but single parent, peer group washout once school factors are included!!!